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This paper discusses microphysical simulation of interactions in liquid xenon, the active detector
medium in many leading rare-event physics searches, and describes experimental observables useful
to understanding detector performance. The scintillation and ionization yield distributions for signal
and background are presented using the Noble Element Simulation Technique, or NEST, which is a
toolkit based upon experimental data and simple, empirical formulae. NEST models of light and of
charge production as a function of particle type, energy, and electric field are reviewed, as well as of
energy resolution and final pulse areas. After vetting of NEST against raw data, with several specific
examples pulled from XENON, ZEPLIN, LUX / LZ, and PandaX, we interpolate and extrapolate its
models to draw new conclusions on the properties of future detectors (e.g., XLZD), in terms of the
best possible discrimination of electronic recoil backgrounds from the potential nuclear recoil signal
due to WIMP dark matter. We find that the oft-quoted value of a 99.5% discrimination is likely too
conservative. NEST shows that another order of magnitude improvement (99.95% discrimination)
may be achievable with a high photon detection efficiency (g1 ∼ 15−20%) and reasonably achievable
drift field of ≈ 300 V/cm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For the past ∼15 years, the leading results from dark
matter searches labeled as “direct detection” have come
from detectors based on the principle of the dual-phase
TPC (Time Projection Chamber) using a liquefied noble
element as a detection medium [1]. Detectors filled with
liquid xenon (LXe) have in particular produced the most
stringent cross-section constraints, for spin-independent
(SI) as well as neutron spin-dependent (SD) interactions
between WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles)
and xenon nuclei. More recently, usage of LXe has also
led to WIMP limits using different EFT (Effective Field
Theory) operators, for mass-energies above O(5 GeV) [2].
EFTs extend the set of allowable operators beyond the
standard SI and SD interactions, and include searches at
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higher nuclear recoil energies. Unrelated to dark matter,
electron-recoil searches up to the MeV regime have set
strict constraints on 0νββ decay [3], and have led to the
observation of Xe DEC (double electron capture) [4].

To interpret results from past, present, and future ex-
periments, a reliable MC (Monte Carlo) simulation is one
necessity. Recent works have demonstrated the utility of
NEST, the cross-disciplinary, detector-agnostic MC soft-
ware used here [5–8], for a variety of active detector ma-
terials such as LAr [9, 10] and GXe, but especially LXe.
As multi-tonne-scale TPCs have commenced data collec-
tion, improved MC techniques will not only assist in limit
setting, but will be needed to extract dark matter particle
mass and cross section in the event of a WIMP discovery.
In either scenario, or in the design of a new TPC, predic-
tions of performance are needed on key metrics such as
dark matter signal discrimination from electronic recoil
background in LXe, the focus of this work. NEST v2.4 is
its default, but older versions are specified when needed.
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FIG. 1. β electron recoil (ER) Ly (top row) and Qy (bottom) vs. energy E. Different fields E are represented, from 0 V/cm at
left to the highest fields for which data exist at multiple Es, ∼3-4 kV/cm, at right. More data exist, all of which are utilized to
inform NEST, but these are selected as representative examples of the lowest and highest Es and lowest and highest E, from
sub-keV to 1 MeV across different types of experiments [11–21]. MC lines are black dashed with gray 1σ error bands. Newer
results e.g. XENON1T’s 220Rn calibration illustrate the predictive power of NEST, using the latest β model. It stems from
14C [17, 22] but was also fit to Compton scatters, which may differ. Evidence for that is modest, and we treat them identically.

II. MICROPHYSICS MODELING EVALUATION

NEST model choices were justified earlier ([23] and in
references therein) but are re-evaluated herein as founda-
tions for reproduction of discrimination. NEST is openly
shared, allowing it to be updated regularly with the lat-
est data [24]. While data sets often provide relative light
and charge yields, these are converted to absolute yields
if the detector gains are calculable. Uncertainties in these
gains are a significant source of systematic uncertainty,
but newer data from higher-quality calibrations mitigate
this. Combining calibration data ranging from < 1 keV
to > 1 MeV energy, NEST has predictive shapes for pri-
mary scintillation and ionization yields as a function of
energy E and drift electric field E for different particle in-
teraction types, including the decrease in light yield and
increase in charge yield as E increases [25]. The status of
the NEST modeling of these shapes is shown in Figure 1.

A. Electronic Recoils (Betas, Gammas, X Rays)

NEST begins with a model of total yield, summing the
VUV (vacuum ultraviolet) scintillation photons and ion-
ization electrons produced. IR photons are not included,
because the yield in LXe is low [26] and the wavelength is
beyond the sensitivity of photon sensors in common use.
The work function Wq for production of quanta depends
only upon the density, with a simple (linear) fit based on
data collected in [27], across solid, liquid, and gas:

Wq [eV ] = 21.94− 2.93ρ. (1)

ρ is mass density in units of g/cm3. LXe TPCs typically
operate at temperatures of 165-180 K and pressures of

1.5-2 bar(a), leading to ρ ≈ 2.9 g/cm3 and resulting in a
Wq of between 13-14 eV [28]. The exciton-ion ratio will
determine how generic quanta break down into excited
atoms, i.e. excitons Nex, versus pairs of ionized atoms
with freed electrons Ni:

Nex/Ni = (0.0674 + 0.0397ρ)× erf(0.05E), (2)

where E is deposited energy in keV, for a beta interac-
tion or Compton scatter. Here the ρ dependence is based
again on [27] while the E dependence comes from recon-
ciling [29–31], given evidence that light yield approaches
zero as energy E decreases. Ionization electrons can re-
combine with Xe atoms or escape, given the presence of
a drift field. So the number of photons Nph is not simply
equal to Nex. This is the source of anti-correlation, mo-
tivating the use of both charge and light to measure the
energy, E = Wq (Nph +Ne−) [23]:

Nph = [Nex + r(E, E , ρ)Ni] ∝ S1

Ne− = [1− r(E, E , ρ)]Ni ∝ S2,
(3)

where r is recombination probability for e−-ion pairs de-
pending on E, E , and ρ, as well as particle and interaction
type, and the S1 and S2 are the experimental observables
(defined in Section III A). An experiment most commonly
quotes results as specific light and charge yields per unit
keV, Ly and Qy, defined as Nph/E and Ne−/E.
Qy is modeled first; Ly is set by Wq and subtraction:

Nq ≡ Nex +Ni = Nph +Ne− = E / Wq, where

Ne− = QyE, and

Nph = Nq −Ne− .

(4)
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FIG. 2. γ ER Ly (top) and Qy (bottom) vs. E at E = 0 (left) to nearly 103 V/cm (right). Before β calibrations were common,
photoabsorption peaks from monoenergetic γs were used [15, 32–37]. At sufficiently high E, Ly is lower and Qy higher than in
Fig. 1, as some multiple scattering below position resolutions occurs, treated as single scattering in NEST: multiple lower-E,
higher-dE/dx vertices are “averaged over.” Now x is true (γ) E even for data. Low fields again approximate 0 V/cm, when
NEST becomes singular. As in other plots gray 1σ bands are driven by data errors, model shape constraints (sigmoidal), and
monotonic E dependence. LUX Ly points but not Qy seem systematically low due to a different Wq used, with LUX assuming
13.7 eV (no ρ dependence). Dahl data sets exhibit different shapes due to being mixtures of Comptons and photoabsorption.

Nq is the total quanta, and Nph is also LyE. This proce-
dure leverages the greater reliability of S2 measurements
cf. S1 for lower E, as explained in [19, 23]. Qy in the ER
(electron recoil) model is a sum of two sigmoids:

Qy(E, E , ρ) = m1(E , ρ) +
m2 −m1(E , ρ)
[1 + ( E

m3
)m4 ]m9

+m5 −
m5

[1 + ( E
m7(E) )

m8 ]m10
, (5)

with m1 serving as basic, field- / mass-density-dependent
level. A fixed m2 determines low-E behavior, while m7

controls the field-dependent (E) shape at high Es. These
and all ms are empirically determined but the others are
constant in E [22]. (m6 is not present, as it would create a
degeneracy.) That being said, the first and second lines of
Equation 5 together capture the behavior from two first-
principles options – the Thomas-Imel box model at low
E [38] and Doke-modified Birks Law at high E [39]. Mi-
crophysics above ∼15 keV involves cylinder-like tracks.
Because of where these Es lie along the Xe Bethe-Bloch
curve, dE/dx decreases with increasing E, and, as a re-
sult, the recombination probability r and in turn Ly de-
creases, increasing Qy [40–42]. Low-E deposits are more
amorphous, with straight 1D track lengths becoming ill-
defined: r and Ly instead increase with the 3D ionization
density and E, as dE/dx instead increases with E.

r is found retroactively in recent NEST versions after
fitting to Qy per Equation 5, chosen to match both the
box and Birks models. Using Equation 2 as a constraint
avoids the degeneracy of r with Nex/Ni, with the sum
Nex +Ni (also equal to Nph +Ne−) already constrained
by Equations 1 and 4: the former determines Wq and

the latter total quanta Nq based upon Wq. A raising or a
lowering ofWq (one work function averaging over individ-
ual work functions for photon and electron production)
should change Ly and Qy equally, preserving both their
shapes in both E and E [43].
Figure 1 summarizes both Ly and Qy from both data

and NEST, at ρ = 2.89 g/cm3 (T = 173 K, P = 1.57 bar)
for βs interacting as well as Compton scatters. This is a
typical LXe operational point. The non-monotonic E de-
pendence is clear. Meanwhile, the Ly decreases from left
to right (top) and Qy correspondingly increases (bottom)
as E increases, suppressing recombination but keeping Nq

fixed. But even at E = 0 there exists a “phantom” Qy, as
explained in [13, 23]. It is not observable in data, except
by noting Ly vs. E is the same shape at all Es, even 0.
That implies a continuous change in Ly as E → 0. Non-
zero fields standing in for 0 represent residual stray fields
in a detector and/or the inherent fields of Xe atoms [44].
Absorption of any high-E photon, a γ or x-ray, is mod-

eled like β interactions and Compton scatters, but with
unique ms (Figure 2), to capture sub-position-resolution
multiple scatters and distinct dE/dx. While the γ and β
models might be merge-able using dE/dx, γs are treated
independently at present. Appendix A lists the β and γ
model parameters, and those for nuclear recoil (NR).

B. Yield Fluctuations

Energy resolution typically refers to Gaussian widths
(σ or FWHM) of monoenergetic peaks from high-E γ-ray
photoabsorption, but it is also relevant to lower Es, in
WIMP searches. Smearing of continuous ER spectra can
drive an increase in signal-like background events. But to
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understand statistical limitations on high-level parame-
ters like monoenergetic peak σ or background discrimi-
nation we must start with lower-level parameters behind
all the relevant stochastic processes involved. This mod-
eling is discussed in depth in [23] but portions germane
to this work are summarized here.

Realistic smearing of mean yields begins with a Fano-
like factor Fq applied to total quanta Nq prior to differ-
entiation into Nex vs. Ni. It is labeled as Fano-like, as it
does not follow the strict sub-Poissonian definition [45].
Fq may exceed 1, but is still used in the usual definition
of the standard deviation of Nq, namely:

σq =
√
Fq⟨Nq⟩, (6)

where Fq is defined for light and charge together as

Fq = 0.13− 0.030ρ− 0.0057ρ2 + 0.0016ρ3

+ 0.0015
√
⟨Nq⟩

√
E . (7)

The first line of Equation 7 is a spline of mass-density-
dependent data [27] to allow for gas, liquid, or solid. The
constant 0.13 represents the theoretical value of the Fano
factor in Xe following the traditional definition (Fq < 1)
and also matches NEXT gas data [46]. The second line of
Equation 7 applies only to liquid Xe and is data-driven.
The

√
Nq term is included in order to match the data at

MeV scales (e.g., in 0νββ searches). Such results did not
achieve the theoretical minimum in E resolution even if
reconstructing Nq, utilizing both channels of information
(light and charge), instead of only a single channel. This
was true even for cases where the noise was allegedly sub-
tracted or modeled [47, 48]. The

√
E term forces Fq to in-

crease with E . When E increases, Qy, already the greater
contributor to quanta, increases, causing an improvement
in the combined-E resolution. However, it is smaller than
näıvely predicted, so the field term decreases the rate at
which resolution improves, to match the data [49, 50].

There are many possible explanations for Fq becom-
ing ≫1 as E or E changes. Wq may need to be replaced
with separate values for the excitation and ionization pro-
cesses (both inelastic scattering), then further subdivided
into different values that depend upon e− energy shell.
Lastly, elastic scattering of orbital e−s may play a role.
Mechanisms are discussed in [51] but explicit Fano-factor
variations can be found in [23].

In NEST a Gaussian smearing is applied to Nq having
the width defined by Equation 6. A binomial distribution
is then used to divide quanta into excitons and ions in
type, following Equation 2.

Fq drives resolution on a combined-E scale, but such
a scale is more relevant for monoenergetic peaks than
within a WIMP search [15, 23]. The “recombination fluc-
tuations,” however, describe variations and co-variations
around the means of Equations 2,3,4. These fluctuations
are canceled out with a combined-E scale, but constitute
one of the key factors for characterization of ER discrim-
ination [52]. These are fundamental and do not originate

from detector effects [34, 37]. Moreover, they are not bi-
nomial, despite recombination (or, escape) appearing to
be a binary decision. Potential explanations for this phe-
nomenon include other energy loss mechanisms, or other
variables which break the independence of draws [53–56].
While it is unclear which explanation is correct, NEST

proceeds with a fully empirical approach to simply model
what is observed in data; following [22, 34] closely, NEST
defines the variance in the recombination to be:

σ2
r = ⟨r⟩(1− ⟨r⟩)Ni + σ2

pN
2
i , where

σe− = σph = σr,

σp = A(E)e
−(⟨y⟩−ξ)2

2ω2 [1 + erf(αp
⟨y⟩ − ξ

ω
√
2

)],

and the electron fraction y = Ne−/Nq.

(8)

The ⟨r⟩(1−⟨r⟩)Ni in σr follows the binomial expectation
of σr ∝

√
Ni. The σp term leads to σr ∝ Ni, as proposed

in [52]. σp is a skewed Gaussian (on the third line), with
an amplitude A depending on E , varying from 0.05-0.1,
as needed to simulate the increase in widths of the ER
band with higher field [22, 57]. In NEST versions < 2.1,
σp was simulated as a constant, similar in value to A, but
a constant is inadequate for capturing the full behavior
of recombination fluctuations [34].
Instead of ⟨r⟩, σp’s dependent variable was chosen as

Ne− fraction ⟨y⟩, closely related to 1-⟨r⟩. It is simpler and
leads to a better fit to data. Recombination probability,
defined within Equation 3, is degenerate with Nex/Ni,
while y is directly measurable. It can be written in terms
of r: y = (1−r)/(1+Nex/Ni) [15]. Non-binomial fluctu-
ations decrease as y → 1 or y → 0, as σp → 0. ξ, ω, and
αp are the centroid, width, and skew of σp, respectively.
Default NEST values are ω = 0.2, determining the width
of σp, and αp = −0.2, setting its skewness. (Future work
may recast all of σr entirely in terms of y, not just σp.)
ξ ≈ 0.4− 0.5 was found based upon beta and gamma-

ray ER data. The types of data utilized were band widths
and monoenergetic peak energy resolutions, both at mul-
tiple Es and Es [15, 37, 52]. ξ’s value depends on what
data sets are used and what other parameters are fixed.
A ξ near 0.5 leads to a maximum in σp (within σr) near
y = 0.5, as would occur within a regular binomial distri-
bution, wherein r is multiplied by (1− r), as in the first
term of σ2

r in Equation 8. The asymmetry which stems
from the choice of a skew-normal in place of a normal
function for σp allows for matching data where lower y,
which occurs at high Es or at low Es, exhibits different
fluctuations compared to higher y. High y occurs at low
Es and high Es, i.e. greater Ne− and Qy [22, 52, 58].
The skew Gaussian σp(y) must not be conflated with

the E and E-dependent skew defined in Section IVB of
[57] as αr, which is not just a convenient fit to an inter-
nal variable like αp, but manifests itself as asymmetry in
Ne− , which is generated not from a normal but a skew-
normal distribution, of the same form as Equation 8’s.
The mean Ne− = (1− r)Ni is smeared using σr, but was
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not skewed in NEST before v2.1. Ne− skew αr as defined
by Equation (13) in [57], unrelated to αp, is applied after
it. At typical Es and WIMP-search Es, it is ≳ 2.

Later we will see a positive αr value can lead to better
background discrimination than expected for LXe. Weak
rejection was expected due to the recombination fluctua-
tions being greater (worse) than binomial, but positive αr

will shift ER events preferentially away from NR (more
Qy). This has already been observed [57].

Lastly, while σq leads to correlated change in S1 (Ly)
and S2 (Qy), and σr to anti-correlated change, uncorre-
lated noise also exists, affecting S1 and S2 differently. S1
and S2 gains are understood sources, assuming position-
dependent light collection and field non-uniformities are
taken into account. Unknown sources are modeled with a
Gaussian smearing proportional to the pulse areas [28]. A
quadratic term may be necessary at the MeV scale [56].
ER and NR are equally affected by any detector effects
(known/unknown). Final E resolutions vs. E are seen for
ER, NR, or both in [5, 28], supplementing validation of
means in our Figs. 1-3 with their vetting of fluctuations.
The scale of the unknown detector effects across experi-
ments is 1-10% [23, 28, 79] (for S2; 0% for S1 spike count).

C. Nuclear Recoils (Neutrons and WIMPs)

NR N ′
q (differentiated in this section from ER with a

prime) is well fit by a power law across >3 orders of mag-
nitude in E (Fig. 5 in [23]). This is a simplification of the
Lindhard approach to modeling the reduced quanta com-
pared with ER, but also allows for departures from Lind-
hard at higher Es, lowering N ′

q(E)’s slope in log space
with respect to Lindhard. Fewer equations and parame-
ters are involved compared to Lindhard, which is a com-
bination of multiple power laws inside of a rational func-
tion [80]: see Eqn. 8 in [23]. NEST instead uses:

N ′
q = αEβ , where α = 11+2.0

−0.5 and β = 1.1± 0.05. (9)

The uncertainties here are >10x those reported recently
for the same fit, as only statistical error was included in
Eqn. 6 of [23]. Here, systematic uncertainties in S1 detec-
tion efficiency and S2 gain (including e− extraction effi-
ciency) are included. They can be found in the individual
references in the Figure 3 caption. Individual power laws
were found for each data set prior to an error-weighted
combination, so that a data set with more points was not
overly weighted. Equation 9 was also cross-checked with
the L′

y and Q′
y individually extracted from data as dis-

played in Figure 3, and raw S2 vs. S1 band data.
Equation 9 can be used to define L, i.e. quenching:

L(E, ρ) = N ′
q(E) / Nq(E, ρ) = N ′

q(E) Wq(ρ) / E. (10)

L permits one to define the electron equivalent energy
in units of keVee for NR, as L× (E in keVnr), a best av-
erage reconstruction of the (combined-)E of recoiling nu-
clei. This L should be applicable to neutron calibrations,
WIMPs, and CEνNS, such as from 8B nuclear fusion [7].

The next equation combines Nex/Ni with recombina-
tion probability, as their effects are degenerate. While the
previous equation set total quanta, this one determines
division into the individual yields (charge or light) in an
anti-correlated fashion, reducing r with higher E , as the
exponent for the drift field is negative.

ς(E , ρ) = γEδ

(
ρ

ρ0

)υ

, where γ = 0.0480± 0.0021,

δ = −0.0533± 0.0068, and υ = 0.3. (11)

The reference density ρ0 ≡ 2.90 g/cm3. The exponent υ
for the density dependence is hypothetical. It is not well
measured at densities significantly deviating from ρ0 [15].
We utilize Equation 11 to produce a Q′

y equation:

Q′
y(E, E , ρ) = Ne− per keV =

1

ς(E , ρ)(E + ϵ)p

(
1− 1

1 + (Eζ )
η

)
,where

ϵ = 12.6+3.4
−2.9 keV, p = 0.5,

ζ = 0.3± 0.1 keV, and η = 2± 1. (12)

Energy deposited is again E (in keV), while epsilon (ϵ),
also an energy, is the reshaping parameter for the E de-
pendence. Higher or lower ς lowers or raises the Q′

y level
respectively, providing the (E-)field dependence. ϵ can be
thought of as the characteristic E where the Q′

y changes
in its behavior from ∼constant at O(1 keV) to falling at
O(10 keV). (Note ς has adaptable units of keV1−p.)
ζ and η are the two sigmoid parameters that control

the Q′
y roll-off at sub-keV energies. They permit a better

match to not only the most recent calibrations [68, 72],
but also to NEST versions pre-2.0, and other past models.
Lindhard (Eqn. 8 of [23]) if combined with Thomas-Imel
recombination (Eqn. 15 of Section II D) has a roll-off but
less steep than data, or NEST v2.2+ [44, 75]. η controls
steepness, while ζ represents a characteristic scale for NR
to remove one e− [23, 81]. At high E, p = 0.5 reproduces

Q′
y ∝ 1/

√
E (Figure 3, bottom row).

Nph is derived from N ′
q − Ne−, as for ER, but this is

only a temporary anti-correlation enforcement, as then a
sigmoid of the same type as the second half of Q′

y (Equa-
tion 13) permits L′

y’s flexibility. Future calibration data
could show a drop, or even flattening potentially, due to
additional Nph from the Migdal effect [67, 82]. An L′

y in-
crease is possible even as E → 0. This is not unphysical
as long as Nph vanishes in that limit, conserving E.

L
′′

y =
N ′

q

E
−Q′

y.

Nph = L
′′

yE

(
1− 1

1 + (Eθ )
ι

)
; L′

y =
Nph

E
,

where θ = 0.3± 0.05 keV and ι = 2± 0.5.

N ′
q = Nph +Ne− . (13)

The top row of Figure 3, especially if read from right to
left, shows the same L′

y shape at all fields, indicative once
again of a zero-field phantom Q′

y. In the L′
y calculation,
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FIG. 3. L′
y (top) and Q′

y (bottom) vs. E, from E = 0 V/cm at left to the highest E for which data exist at right [6, 14, 15, 59–74].
Newer works from XENON1T and PandaX were not included in fits (yet agree at the 1-2σ level). NEST lines are blue and black,
at similar Es. Uncertainties on NEST increase as E → 0 or ∞, as the amount of data decreases at each extreme. E dependence
is weaker compared with ER (Figure 2). Summing L′

y and Q′
y results in a power law, not a constant (ER), and N ′

q < Nq [23, 75].
For systematically-offset data sets, our fit can average them if they share the same qualitative trend. Discrepant results sharing
the same trend point towards a systematic offset in the S1 and/or S2 gains, with the S1 most affected by the 2-PE effect [76]
and the S2 affected by assuming 100% e− extraction prior to more recent measurements [77, 78]. Only Chepel 1999 Ly (upper
left) is excluded from the fits used to tune NEST. As NR dE/dx decreases with decreasing E, e− escape probability increases,
causing L′

y to decrease. (L′
y’s shape is also determined by the L-factor.) For Q′

y, there is a maximum, as the L-factor decreases
and (1−r) increases as E → 0, at different rates. In contrast to [23], where the focus was L, we separate L′

y and Q′
y here. While

the errors imply no E dependence, when data are taken in one detector at many Es, a rising Q′
y (falling L′

y) with E is clear [15].

L
′′

y is a temporary variable (perfect anti-correlation) used
within NEST to calculate the final L′

y and N ′
q. The best-

fit numbers for θ and ι match those of their counterparts
ζ and η for Q′

y. In this modular but smooth approach the
sigmoidal terms in L′

y and Q′
y go to 1.0 with increasing

E. In this fashion it is possible to fit the low- and high-E
regimes separately, allowing for a possibility that differ-
ent physics occurs in the sub-keV region, to avoid use of
higher-E data to over-constrain lower-E yields.

The two sigmoids lower the predictive power of NEST
for extrapolation into newer, lower-E regimes where no
calibrations exist. In the case of L′

y, it will be challenging
to achieve any, at least with reasonable uncertainty.

θ is a physically-motivated characteristic E for release
of a single (VUV) photon. Like ζ, its value is 300 eV, in
agreement with Sorensen [81], and NEST pre-v2.0.0 [44].
Fundamental physics models, such as Lindhard [80] and
Hitachi [83, 84] for the L governing total quanta, coupled
to the Thomas-Imel “box” model for recombination [38],
predict a similar value. Larger θ means more E is needed
to produce a single photon (as opposed to excitons) po-
tentially detectable for an experiment, depending upon
the light collection efficiency. It means a lower L′

y.

ι → 0 would lower L′
y as well and for a value of exactly

0 the reduction in L′
y is a factor of two across all E. On

the other hand, in the limit of infinite ι (and/or θ → 0)
the effect of the sigmoid is entirely removed, raising L′

y

at low E. The same is true for η and ζ in the Q′
y formu-

lation. A hard cut-off for any quanta was implemented in
NEST for E < Wq (Nq / N ′

q) ≈ 200 eV. Nq represents
the quanta which would have been generated for same-E
ER. Below this, no quanta are generated at all. Sub-keV
recoils have been observed at 200-400 V/cm (Figure 3).
In contrast to ER, simulated ⟨N ′

q⟩ is not varied with
a common Fano factor shared by both types of quanta.
For NR, there are (nominally) separate Fano factors for
the excitation and ionization which can soften the strict
anti-correlation at the level of the fundamental quanta.
⟨Nex⟩ is smeared using a Gaussian of standard deviation√
Fex⟨Nex⟩. ⟨Ni⟩ is similarly varied, using σ =

√
Fi⟨Ni⟩,

as is standard practice for Fano factors [85]. Based upon
the sparse existing reports of NR E resolution [67, 72, 86]
both Fex and Fi are set to 1 in NEST (as of v2.3.10).
Using the same functional form as in Equation 8 from

ER, NEST models fluctuations in recombination for re-
distribution of photons and electrons prior to measurable
NR S1 and S2. The new parameters are distinguished us-
ing a prime symbol superscript again.
Parameter values are similar but not identical to those

from ER: A′ = 0.10 (fixed for all fields), ξ′ = 0.50, and
ω′ = 0.19 (α′

p=0). These set a final recombination width
σ′
r. Ne− and Nph distributions have that width but are

also skewed (α′
r = 2.25), leading to NR band asymmetry.

α′
r may be higher, but it is difficult to disambiguate NR

band skew in data from unresolved multiple scatters or
other detector effects [57], or from the Migdal Effect [87].
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FIG. 4. Comparing NEST with other approaches: Ly (a,c) and Qy (b,d) alternate, for ER (a,b) and NR (c,d), at 180 V/cm [15,
29, 38, 88]. The second legend applies to both the first and second plots. This was LUX’s initial field [89], in between XENON1T
at 80 [90] and earlier works like [37] as high as 730 V/cm. While similar to fundamental approaches, NEST incorporates features
of multiple, splitting differences and following the data. The Thomas-Imel (T-I) and Doke/Birks sample curves shown are meant
to match 180 V/cm the most closely. Unlike the T-I and plasma models, NEST accounts for the high-E (low-dE/dx) Ly decrease
(Qy increase) [88]. Birks does too, but fails to work at low Es (high dE/dx) [91]. Dahl presented variations on T-I, utilizable for
high Es by breaking up tracks into boxes, although his closest fields were 80 and 522 V/cm [15]. We show a 180 V/cm model
(solid), i.e., a weighted average of his 80 (dashed) and 522 V/cm (dotted) models. There are more NR models (right), due to a
need to explain potential WIMPs [83, 88, 92–97]. Older models based on Leff , which was L′

y relative to 57Co γ-rays (122 keV),
were translated assuming 64 photons/keV at 0 V/cm with a small error [41, 98] unless papers had a different value, which we
then used instead (Bezrukov: 53). If they presented multiple models, we plot the most central one and/or one closest to data.
Comparisons are only qualitative here, ensuring NEST has the correct, physically-motivated shape across different regimes.

D. Comparisons to First-Principles Approaches

By smoothly interpolating data taken at individual en-
ergies and/or fields, NEST is now fully empirical, built
on sigmoids and power laws as needed for a continuous
model. But inherent uncertainty is introduced by extrap-
olating into new E or E regimes. To assess that, and fur-
ther validate an empirical approach, we show agreement
to the models closer to “first principles.” Within NEST’s
earliest versions, the Thomas-Imel (T-I) box model [38]
was used for low E, while for high E Birks’ Law of scin-
tillation was adopted. The latter was similar to the Doke
approach [41] for scintillation alone, but applied here to
recombination directly so it can model both Ly and Qy:

⟨r⟩ =
kA

dE
dx

1 + kB
dE
dx

+ kC , with kC = 1 − kA/kB . (14)

This is Birks’ Law from other scintillators [91], but with
an additional constant kC that accounts for parent-ion
recombination [29]. Its constraint ensures ⟨r⟩ is between
0-1, as it is a probability. A best fit to ER (γ) data has
a non-zero kC only at 0 V/cm; at non-zero E , Equation
14 contains only one Birks’ constant, kA = kB .

kB ’s best-fit value (for 180 V/cm) is 0.28, from a fit to
only the high-E portion of the NEST beta model. That
is in turn supported by data from LUX and XENON 3H,
14C, Rn. Notably, kB in NEST v0.9x and the first NEST
paper 12 years ago for this E was 0.257 (see Figure 4).

Despite Birks’ great success in explaining data at high
E, the “law” cannot capture the behavior of ER at E ≲
50 keV. While lower-E extensions are possible, such as
addition of higher-order terms in dE/dx for that region,
we instead consider the T-I model for lower E:

⟨r⟩ = 1 − ln(1 + ξTI)

ξTI
, where ξTI =

Ni

4

αTI

a2TIvd
. (15)

ξTI parameterizes the physical principles. αTI describes
diffusion, vd is e− drift velocity, and Ni is again number
of ions. Diffusion is modeled using the relation αTI =
De2/(kTϵd), where D combines e− and positive-ion dif-
fusion coefficients, e is the elementary charge, k is Boltz-
mann not Birks, T is temperature, and ϵd = 1.85× ϵ0 is
dielectric constant. D = 18.3 cm2/s is the longitudinal
diffusion constant for e−s at 180 V/cm, derived from S2
pulse widths [99]. e− diffusion dominates over cation dif-
fusion. Assuming this D (and the T = 173 K as earlier),
as well as ϵd = 1.85× ϵ0, and taking vd = 1.51 mm/µs at
a E = 180 V/cm [100], we find αTI = 1.20× 10−9 m3/s.
From this, escape 1−⟨r⟩ for e−s inside a box is found by
solving the relevant (Jaffé) differential equations [15].

We interpret aTI (“box size”) as corresponding to a (E-
independent) e−-ion thermalization distance of 4.6 µm,
as calculated by Mozumder [101]. This value was used be-
fore as a border in NEST for track length, to switch from
T-I to Birks. The ultimate value of TIB ≡ αTI/(a

2
TIvd)

for that case is 0.0376.

Dahl found best-fit values of TIB ranging from 0.03-
0.04 for both ER and NR data at 60-522 V/cm [15]. Our
contemporary fits to NEST and to data, the blues lines
at low energies in the first two plots at left in Figure 4,
used 0.030. If vd changes with drift field (it is typically
O(2 mm/µs) [102]), then the entire ranges of Dahl, and of
Sorensen and Dahl, are covered: 0.02-0.05 [75].

For NR, one sees in Figure 4 (c, d) many different past
models, mainly for Ly. NEST originally used T-I for NR,
as Dahl / Sorensen [15, 75]. See the blue lines in Figure 5.
It applies the same color convention as Fig. 4. While T-I
fixes r, thus partitioning of E into Ly vs. Qy, total yield
must still be determined. For the maximal distinction,
we have selected the original Lindhard formula for that,
as laid out in multiple other works [23, 67, 75, 80], not
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FIG. 5. The comparisons of NEST and selected NR data to
only the Thomas-Imel box (blue) and Birks (red) models of re-
combination, always using Lindhard here to define N ′

q (found
as Eq. 8 in [23] and elsewhere). For L′

y, the dashed lines in-
dicate additional quenching at higher Es and dE/dx, while
for the Q′

y, where this quenching has no direct impact, the
dotted lines indicate partial conversion of photons into e−s
from that effect (or not, solid lines). Some data, including at
other fields, are consistent at a 1-2σ level with no quenching
or conversion, not the amounts shown. The L′

y data from 50–
100 keVnr are inconsistent: see Figure 3 upper left and [65].

Equation 9. We set the crucial Lindhard parameter kL =
0.166, the decades-old default for Xe [80]. Averaging over
E, N ′

q/Nq ≈ kL. 0.166 is consistent with actual data [67],
Lenardo’s meta-analysis [98], and NEST v2.3+.

We identify ς of Equation 12 with TIB value, as jus-
tified by Equation 11, wherein the parameters for the E
dependence of ς (γ and δ) overlap at the 1σ level with
the power-law field dependence of TIB from [98]. At 180
V/cm, ς = 0.0362, comparable to a best-fit TIB for ER,
and quite close to our theoretical calculation earlier. We
assumed NR Nex/Ni = 1.0, higher than for ER, but the
most common assumption for NR, with best fits to actual
data as well as theory varying from 0.7-1.1 [75].

An additional quenching is applied to just L′
y [64]. We

find a common parameterization of this effect [95] to be
defined in a manner analagous to Equation 14:

q =
1

1 + κϵ λ
Z

, with ϵZ ∼ 10−3E, (16)

where q < 1 is a multiplicative factor on L′
y. ϵZ is unitless

reduced energy, useful for comparison between elements.
Equation 16 is like 14. The power law can be identified as
proportional to NR dE/dx. If we define dE/dx (or LET)
as approximately aϵλ, then κ = kBaL. Assuming the
ER kB (defined as 0.28 for 180 V/cm in Figure 4b), L ∼
0.15 (11/73) per an energy-independent approximation
of Equation 9 justified by the power being close to 1,
and a = 100, then κ = 4.20, < 0.2σ away from [98]. A
fraction of the quanta removed from L′

y in 16 may be
convertible into Q′

y. Figure 5 bottom explores that with
the fraction as 0.1.
Unlike with ER, Birks’ Law models NR over the entire

E range of interest (Figure 5, red) with kB = 0.28 and
dE/dx = aϵλ = 100ϵ. While there is disagreement about
whether λ is 1.0 or 0.5 depending on the E regime [83, 84],
1.0 only differs by 1.6σ from the value of 1.14 in [98].
Looking back at alternatives to Lindhard, in Figure 4,

we see NEST’s power law, L′
y, and Q′

y seem a good match
for Mu and Xiong [94, 96], also for Wang and Mei [88, 92].
NEST’s lower 1σ line touches Sarkis’ L′

y [97], which is
low due to not including the most recent points [67, 70].
On the high-E L′

y end, NEST’s upper uncertainty band
encompasses neriX [71]. As for Q′

y, NEST lies in between
[88] above and [96] and [97] below, falling in between LUX
D-D [67] and LLNL [72].
The good agreement between the fully empirical NEST

model and the first-principle models of both NR and ER
shown here shows that NEST can accurately simulate the
most likely dark matter signals and backgrounds, respec-
tively. This should be the case even for the regimes where
data are still lacking, or they exist but have large uncer-
tainties. In the case of NR, the fully empirical approach
reproduces all data better using a comparable number of
free parameters, but much greater flexibility, compared to
semi-empirical approaches. For fluctuations, the number
of NEST free parameters increased, to two Fano factors
(excitation, ionization) and four numbers for recombina-
tion width and skew, to fully model the E resolution.
In Sec. III, we transition to studying ER leakage into

NR phase space, which has many axis options. Leakage is
1 minus discrimination, already explored by e.g. LUX [57]
and XENON [18], but NEST, justified first using data, is
not limited to where they exist to make predictions rele-
vant for a future experiment. We also try to summarize /
unify disparate approaches used by experiments, weigh-
ing advantages/disadvantages of plot aesthetics and ease
of analytic fitting. Ly and Qy must pass through a detec-
tor sim to obtain realistic S1 and S2 pulse areas, as per
[103], with Equation 17 and binomials most important.

III. REPRODUCTION OF LEAKAGE

The discrimination of ER backgrounds from potential
NR signals, such as dark matter WIMPs, requires care-
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FIG. 6. Decomposition of ER (left plots: a-d) and NR bands (right: e-h) from LUX Run03 [100]. ER came from tritium (CH3T
i.e. tritiated methane) with a β-decay endpoint of 18.6 keV [30]. NR came from a deuterium-deuterium (D-D) fusion 2.4 MeV
neutron gun, leading to Xe recoils up to 74 keV [67]. Plots (a,c,e,g) cover band medians and (b,d,f,h) the widths. The top row
is overlays (a,b,e,f), bottom (c,d,g,h) percent differences between NEST and data normalized to data and lined up with the top
by median and width. Different fit styles are indicated in red (no fit: sample median and standard deviation), green (Gaussian
fits), and blue (skew) with data in black. Skew fits are better (Figure 7), but statistics drop at high S1 as a result of source E
endpoints, and such fits are most affected due to the degeneracy caused by adding another free parameter. Percent deviations
between model and data are typically an order of magnitude worse for widths compared to medians: they are more challenging
to model (2nd order). But average deviations for S1 < 100 are typically < 1%. 200,000 3H (tritium T) and 200,000 D-D events
were simulated, matching the number of events in data in the former case, but 10x larger in the latter for easier fitting. In both
cases, the number of calibration events was overwhelming compared to any/all types of background events, like Rn ER [104].

ful calibrations with radioactive sources first, βs and γ
rays in the former case, and neutrons in the latter case
as representative of WIMPs [105]. As LXe has been used
for decades, we opted for two (representative) examples:
180 V/cm LUX [100], and 730 V/cm in XENON10 [37].
Together, these cover possible Es and photon detection
efficiencies for present / future work. Leakage is a strong
function of their values [18, 52, 57]. Moreover, LUX con-
ducted many unique calibrations [17, 19, 30, 67, 89] and
XENON10 was the first LXe TPC seeking WIMPs [37].

We begin with Figure 6, the thorough comparisons of
NEST to LUX in the traditional parameter space for dis-
crimination, defined as the (log10) ratio of the secondary
to the primary scintillation pulse area vs. primary scin-
tillation signal area [106]. The medians or means in this,
log(S2/S1) vs. S1, serve as the first examples of µER and
µNR from Equation (1), with the sample or fit standard
deviations as σER or σNR (driven primarily by σr and σ′

r)
The primary and prompt signal is S1 and the secondary
the S2. These are related to the Nph and Ne− originally
generated, and Nph = Ly(

′)E and Ne− = Qy(
′)E. For S1

there is a position-dependent photon detection efficiency
−→g1 which is the combination of the geometric light collec-
tion with the quantum efficiencies of photo-sensors, like
PMTs. −→g2 is the gain for e−s generating electrolumines-
cence in the gas stage at the top of a two-phase detector,
and it is greater than 1 [107]. S1 and S2 are defined as:

S1 = Nph
−→g1(x, y, z) and S2 = Ne− e

td
τe

−→g2(x, y). (17)

Measured −→g2 depends only on radial position not the e−

drift direction (z) in the field. z-dependence is handled
by the exponential e− lifetime correction τe. Drift time
td = ∆z/vd. g2 is equivalent to a product of e− extrac-
tion efficiency (which depends on extraction field), the
number of photons produced per e− Ye, and the S2 pho-
ton detection efficiency (ggas1 ) [22]. Ye depends on GXe
density, GXe gap size, and GXe field.
Calibrations enable position corrections for normaliz-

ing detector response to x=y=0, and to the liquid surface
in z for S2s [107]. This results in scalar values for the g1
and g2, but they can still vary by measurement or fit. Af-
ter correction for internal detector positions, S1 and S2
are often renamed to S1c and S2c [22] (alternatively, cS1
and cS2 [90]), but unsubscripted S1 and S2 can also mean
final corrected values [89, 100]. Published values for LUX
tritium and D-D runs are g1 = 0.115 ± 0.005 phd/photon
and g2 = 12.1± 0.9 phd/e− [30], and g1 = 0.115± 0.004
and g2 = 11.5± 0.9 [67], respectively. The values needed
for good fits in NEST, on both band means and widths,
are g1 = 0.117 (both), g2 = 12.9 (tritium), and g2 = 12.2
(D-D). These are all well within the uncertainties, with g2
being the most relevant for setting y-axis levels in Fig-
ure 6. The uncertainties as well as the differences in cali-
bration constants between different runs were included in
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FIG. 7. (a) LUX band means and widths together illustrate how discrimination works. ER (blue, 3H) generates more ionization
at a given amount of scintillation than NR (red, D-D). Thinner lines, dashed and dotted, represent ±1-2σ on means. (b) The
same data shown with a log-x axis better highlights the behavior at the lowest S1s and so lowest Es. These are most important
in a dark matter search for a WIMP of any mass, and show how a power-law or a log fit is inadequate. The solid lines in (a,b)
are composed of centroids of fits to histograms for each bin. Those centroids are the individual points displayed in Figure 6 top
row, the first and third plots (a,e). They can be well-fit by an offset hyperbola plus a line, y′ = m′
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2)+m′

3 S1+m′
4. m

′
1

and m′
2 are O(5), m′

3 = O(−0.002), and m′
4 = O(2). (c) χ2/DoFs by bin from comparing data with NEST are in blue for ER,

red NR. Lines stand for Gaussian fits, dots for skew fits. NR non-Gaussianity from a combination of single-S1-photon counting
systematics with low S2s drives the first three red data points to high values, even for skew fits, which do not capture all non-
Gaussianity. This is taken into account in later leakage calculations by considering differing definitions of NR band centroids.
(d) Histograms of NEST and data for ER and NR serve as medium-S1 examples. These histograms are not collapsed as in (a,b)
on the y axis to means and widths of fits. As they represent different S1 slices [30, 67], NR-ER overlap is worse than it would
be at the same S1, and is an outlier in terms of agreement with NEST. The lowest ER data point is a significant outlier and
assumed to be from a non-ER source. These histograms, with different binning, were the only choice for presentation, as the
closest S1 bins for which published D-D and tritium histograms exist. The four distributions are normalized to unity separately.

the systematic errors calculated for LUX, as nuisance pa-
rameters within the PLR (Profile Likelihood Ratio) null
results from its dark matter (WIMP) searches [68, 100].

For g-values, NEST is not an overfit to the LUX data.
It includes results from global experiments produced over
many decades, derived from taking S1 and S2 and solv-
ing Equation (18) for Nph and Ne− , or Ly and Qy. The
greatest deviations appear for g2, which had the greatest
uncertainty. This was caused by the LUX extraction field
being below what was necessary to extract close to 100%
of drifting e−s. While a g1 is a probability in a binomial
distribution, g2 is more intricate, with the steps of S2 gen-
eration from drift to PMTs needing separate probability
distributions to simulate S2 widths well [22, 108, 109].

A. Analytic Fits: Gaussian and Skew-Gaussian

In this study, we demonstrate that skew-Gaussian fits,
accounting for skewness caused by αr, provide a more ac-
curate representation of data in liquid xenon dark mat-
ter experiments, outperforming traditional Gaussian fits
by consistently producing lower χ2 per degree of freedom
and effectively capturing inherent asymmetries. The data
are usually binned as in Figure 6. Centroids and widths
are reported for each slice in (c)S1; widths are not errors,
typically small for high-statistic data, but spread. Skew-
Gauss fits capture non-Gaussianity. In III A and B, when
we say skew, we mean log(S2) or log(S2/S1) skew, caused
directly by αr (defined by Eqn. 14 in [57], and not to be
confused with αp) and fits capturing that with a skew-
ness parameter. Skew leakage will refer to the leakages
calculated using such fits. Possible first-principles origins
of skewness at multiple levels are discussed in [23, 28, 57].

The skew fits outperform Gaussian ones (Figure 7c). The
number of degrees of freedom (or, the DoF) is compara-
ble between the non-skew and skew fits, with 30 bins in
y still, but only one new free parameter (DoF = 26→25).
With the exception of the first couple bins from NR, re-
duced χ2s also hover near 1.0, both above and below it,
in spite of the increase in the number of free parameters.
A fourth, skewness, is added to the three for a Gaussian
(amplitude, center, sigma). Asymmetries are clear in the
rightmost plot, which shows sample S1 slices. (Note low-
E NR has features still not fit well.) The skew fits re-use
the functional form of Equation (9)’s third line.
Overall reduced χ2s are 0.4 (ER band mean), 0.6 (ER

width), 1.2 (NR band mean), and 1.1 (width) for binned
skew-Gaussian fits, using LUX-reported errors. The χ2s
over DoF are, respectively – 38/95, 57/95, 115/96, and
106/96 (p-values ∼1, ∼1, 0.09, 0.22). There are two free
parameters in the DoF, the gs, with the linear noise lev-
els set to 0% for S1s and S2s. The goodness-of-fit values
come from direct comparison with no smoothing to band
means or upper/lower uncertainties as done in Figs. 7a,b.
(They use an empirical hyperbolic plus linear function ex-
plained in the caption.) On average the band means and
widths alike differ by < ±1% for both ER and NR. The
ranges for which these averages as well as both the χ2s
are defined are S1=2-99 spikes for ER but 1.7-110.6 for
NR. The minima are set by the 2-fold PMT coincidence
level, and maxima by the decrease in statistics given the
spectral shapes (significantly more events at low Es).
“Spikes” refer to approximately-digital counting of in-

dividual photons detected, explained in [100, 111, 112].
Bin widths are 1.0 spikes for ER but 1.1 for NR, where
bin centers are not integer values. D-D events were not
isotropic in the detector, thus affected differently by po-
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FIG. 8. LUX Run03 tritium and D-D calibration source runs combined to determine ER leakage past the NR band’s approximate
center line, at 180 V/cm. (a) The first LUX publication [89], which used the traditional units for S1, phe a.k.a. PE. Raw leakage
refers to counting the number of ER events which fall below the center of the NR band. Extrapolation via Gaussian integration
is another option, as defined in Section I. (b) Later version of the same analysis using the higher-stat tritium run [30] where the
S1 max was also increased, from 30 to 50. ER yields and backgrounds were better understood out to higher Es. The units were
also updated to phd, with (re-)discovery of the 2-phe effect [76]. (c) S1 spike counting, improving upon phd [100, 109]. LUXSim
included NEST but also more detail [110]. (d) The same plot as (c) from the same source but showing Gaussian-defined leakage.

sition corrections [113]. For every S1(c) bin (x axis), the
default NEST binning was used along y, of log(S2/S1)
= 0.6-3.6 in 30 bins, to cover the extremities out to sev-
eral sigma. All other settings were defaults for the LUX
Run03 detector in NEST.

B. Analysis of the Energy Dependence via S1

In this section we begin the in-depth quantification of
the fraction of ER events leaking into the NR region in
the (default) log(S2/S1) vs. S1 space (Figures 6-7) with E
dependence, via S1, at one field; the shape is qualitatively
similar for all E [18, 57]. S1 ranges and units are explored.
Figures 7-8 indicate that leakage can be poorer (higher)
at the lowest S1s, decreases at ∼5-10, increases at 10-20,
then flattens. (Later on, we examine how it drops rapidly
above S1=50.) These features are driven by variations in
the ER and NR band centroids and widths. Low leakage
at relatively low S1s, combined with the default WIMP
model having an exponential increase in signal at low Es
due to the recoil kinematics, make LXe a great medium
in the dark matter search. Even though E, and position,
resolutions get poorer as E goes to 0, driving the widths
of bands higher, the increase in the charge-to-light ratio
from ER exceeds NR’s. If as was done on LUX, however,
the PMT coincidence level is lowered (from 3-fold to 2),
evidence emerges of leakage degrading again (Figure 8),
due to width expansion becoming dominant. Low E leads
to low statistics in Nph and Ne− , thus low pulse areas in
S1 and S2, with large relative fluctuations in them.

While a PLR, used in many experimental results now,
should account for the overlap of ER with NR in a contin-
uous fashion, as with machine learning techniques [114],
a specific and discrete value for the leakage or discrimina-
tion is easy to understand and more transparent. It pro-
vides rapid comparisons of experimental setups or anal-
ysis techniques and enables simple re-analyses of results.

Figure 8 shows leakage vs. S1. In the first plot, one can
see that a standalone MC like NEST, non-detector-PMT-
specific, tends to underestimate the leakage, either raw or

Gaussian. The cause is NEST not addressing variation in
the 2-phe (photoelectron) effect per PMT. In the lowest
bins the raw leakage was often 0, leading to empty data
bins. Though improvement in leakage through XYZ cor-
rections has already been explicitly demonstrated [115],
a phd (photons detected) vs. phe comparison is missing,
except across figures from different publications [89, 100].
Figs. 8a,b fill the gap. NEST slightly overestimates leak-
age between 30-50, but underestimates it in the first few
bins, as it is not a full optical MC like Geant4 [116, 117].

In 8c, NEST matches well even at low S1s due to spike
counting, which removes multiple levels of PMT-specific
effects in analysis. LUXSim, based on NEST v1, overes-
timates leakage. In 8d, still using spikes, Gaussians over-
estimate leakage at high E but at low E underestimate
it. The latter issue led to the phrase “anomalous leak-
age” [11]. NEST Gaussian leakage does not match data’s
Gaussian leakage, but as stated earlier Gaussians are not
good fits. Raw (non-analytic) leakage observed is more
important but analytic approximations are still valuable
due to the lack of infinite statistics in real data. Raw leak-
age must be modeled as closely as possible, to not over-
estimate or underestimate backgrounds. When detector-
specific effects are not stripped away based upon data, a
detector-specific MC like LUXSim is a better match, due
not only to optical simulation of each PMT, but propri-
etary spike-count code (used for real data and MC).

While S1 dependence is a good place to start studying
leakage given the possible E spectra of potential signals,
a single number over an S1 range has utility. It not only
allows for simple comparisons between experiments, but,
more importantly, a simpler way to look at another di-
mension, E dependence. It also makes it easier to see the
non-negligible improvement achieved in moving from S1
as pulse area in photoelectrons to spike counting – that
technique lowers σER [30, 52, 89, 100]. σNR declines as
well, but σER is more important for leakage, if µNR stays
∼fixed (see Figure 7 left two plots). This is an analysis
improvement requiring no alteration in the physical char-
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S1c
Range

S1c
Units

Raw
Leakage
×10−3

Gaussian
Leakage
×10−3

Skew
Leakage
×10−3

1.5–30 phe, PE 1.69 ± 0.19 2.24 ± 0.16 1.35 ± 0.05
1.5–30 phd 1.74 ± 0.16 2.49 ± 0.71 1.44 ± 0.26
1.5–30 spikes 1.65 ± 0.16 2.28 ± 0.62 1.35 ± 0.25

1.5–50 phe, PE 2.48 ± 0.22 3.24 ± 0.76 2.00 ± 0.30
1.5–50 phd 2.51 ± 0.30 3.31 ± 0.89 2.03 ± 0.37
1.5–50 spikes 2.16 ± 0.24 3.04 ± 0.86 1.77 ± 0.33

1.5–100 phe, PE 2.24 ± 0.16 2.94 ± 0.66 1.78 ± 0.22
1.5–100 phd 2.04 ± 0.04 2.68 ± 0.42 1.67 ± 0.13
1.5–100 spikes 1.69 ± 0.08 2.35 ± 0.35 1.40 ± 0.11

TABLE I. Mean leakage across different ranges for S1c (1.5–
30, 50, 100) and units for S1c: photoelectrons, phd, spikes,
all compared directly with each other for the first time here.
Typical NEST errors (systematics from seed choice and bin-
ning/fitting algorithms) on leakages are 0.3 × 10−3, or, 15%
relative. The intermediate stage of phd shows worse leakage
than phe due to LUX’s detector specifics not being fully mod-
eled. Note that for max>100 mean leakage is more stable, due
to leakage falling by orders of magnitude out there (Fig. 9).

acteristics of a detector, such as higher g1 and/or E .
Skew fits come into play again as another software im-

provement. Table I compares raw, Gauss, and skew leak-
age, in different S1 ranges. Skew is closer to true leakage
(raw i.e. counted) measured by counting but has the ad-
vantage of functioning when statistics become inadequate
for a direct measurement, especially as S1 increases, and
spectra of calibrations employed exhibit fall-offs [30, 67].
Skew modeling is applied in NEST not only as fits to indi-
vidual S1 slices of the ER (and NR) S2 band in data, but
directly in recombination: αr leads to S2 skew.

Skewness modeling and fitting capture both the low-E
increase in leakage beyond the näıve Gaussian assump-
tion and high-E decreases in leakage compared to Gaus-
sian fits. Asymmetry in the ER band results in fewer NR-
like events. This is beneficial to a WIMP search, as first
seen by ZEPLIN at high E [118]. LUX later re-discovered
it at much lower E [57, 68]. Skew has been proposed as
one way to explain XENON1T’s ER tail parameter [119].

The leakage derived by averaging over S1 from 2 to 50
spikes is 0.0018, within 1σ of data, even when consider-
ing only statistical errors. The final LUX Run03 analy-
sis concluded 0.0019 ± 0.0002(stat) ± 0.001(syst) [109]
(99.81% discrimination). The large systematic error was
driven by g2, which should be the same for ER or NR as
a detector property, but it may have varied between cal-
ibrations. Recall that NEST assigns g2=12.2 for NR but
12.9 for ER (11.5 and 12.1 in data, each ∼7.5% uncer-
tain). In switching to skew fits, the raw leakage switches
from being 35% overestimated to ∼20% underestimated
cf. data. These appear to be similar problems, but as we

will see next, skew fits remain the best choice overall.
Raw and skew leakages are self-consistent within NEST

and data (Figure 9). NEST overestimates leakage at high
S1. Figure 6e hints this is due to NEST’s NR band being
high. As L′

y and Q′
y alike match LUX data, this is likely

due to the D-D neutron (n) E spectrum and final Xe re-
coil spectrum not being simulated well via NEST alone.
Modeling of these necessitates transport through a com-
plicated geometry [67, 105, 113]. The ER E spectrum is
also not a match: a very non-flat (3H) β spectrum [30] is
the default in NEST thus far not the flattened one taken
from [57] for Fig. 9, causing a 15-30% increase in leakage.
E spectrum is a systematic for leakage (Section III D).
So far, what is most important is that NEST does not

systematically under-/over-estimate leakage. This is crit-
ical for justifying NEST’s usage in our final conclusions
later. Moreover, in Figure 9, despite NEST’s overestima-
tion of leakage in that particular instantiation, we observe
that 0.004 is the worst (highest) value (or, 99.6% discrim-
ination), still superior to the original 0.005 benchmark
coming from bad rounding of XENON10’s leakage [37].

C. Changing the Discriminant

Sec. C compares mean leakage for different 2D spaces
and histogram settings, for 3H and D-D. Discriminant
is a pair of TPC outputs used to define leakage, the level
of which can motivate the choice – historically log(S2/S1)
vs. S1, but µ(S1) = log(S2) is now more common, for fully
separating S2 from S1. The band shapes are also simpler
(Figure 10 top), as S1 and S2 both increase with the E.
Leakage using log(S2) is equivalent: for S1s of up to 100
spikes, mean leakage (NEST) is 0.0016 (see the first entry
in the last row of Table I). An analytic result with skew
fits is also a good match, 0.0014 (last row, third entry).
Using Gaussian fits instead again yields an overestimate:
0.00240, similar to the 0.00235 using log(S2/S1). That is
only a mean: Figure 10 bottom shows underestimation at
low S1s. This is most concerning if that is where most sig-
nals may lie. Mean leakages are similar across S1 ranges
for different discriminants; we focus on S1<100, due to
greater interest in higher Es stemming from EFT [120].
log(S2/S1) v. S2 [121] exhibits a leakage of 0.0043 (raw)

in LUX Run03. Rejecting S2 in place of S1 as x, another
option is E [15]. Combining S1 and S2 has been seen re-
peatedly to be superior to S1-only E resolution (in some
cases S2-only) for ER or NR [23, 25, 56] but that is irrele-
vant to leakage. Raw leakage for our LUX standard does
not improve: 0.0028 (cf. 0.002 on LUX, vs. S1 [100]).
For consistency and maximum backwards compatibil-

ity of NEST comparisons to the greatest number of older
works, we continue with log(S2/S1) as the y axis (S1 as
x) for the remainder of this work. Based on this section,
our conclusions should be generalizable to log(S2) as y.
Our common x-axis range for each comparison will be

S1 of 2 to 100 spikes (similar to phd) in NEST for LUX’s
initial WIMP search: 0.0016 raw leakage (or 0.0019 if de-
fined without binning, counting as leakage any ER event
with S1<100 falling below a continuous fit to the mid-
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dle of the NR band) and 0.0015 for skew (i.e., a 99.84–
85% discrimination). One built-in feature of NEST is the
ability to consider the NR band raw means, medians, or
skew/Gaussian-fit centroids (which are not the peak or
mode in skew fits) with or without a continuous fit across
S1 bins. This systematic creates a difference far smaller
than the 15% error in Table I (see Figure 10 top).

FIG. 9. Leakage in different techniques: raw [109], skew [57].
Offset histogram bin centers and widths are shown for clarity:
the latter are 3.35 spikes (cyan squares, identical to Figure 8,
second from right), 4.0 (gold squares), and 3.65 to be in be-
tween. NEST S1c spans 0 to 98.5 in 27 bins. Red circles are
repeated from Figure 8 second from right, but with this differ-
ent binning, which affects the first few bins the most, thus un-
derscoring the importance of sensible histogram settings when
characterizing leakage. NEST’s blue circles (skew) match the
actual leakage in cyan in the first bin, despite being an ana-
lytic approach. They match better than gold, which differs in
binning but is the same (actual) data as cyan (light blue).

D. Changing the Underlying Energy Spectra

This section delves into the role of calibration source E
spectra in influencing leakage, explains how using NEST
agreement allows extrapolation to sources not deployed
by LUX, and illustrates how this understanding of leak-
age can aid in estimating its impact on WIMP detection,
emphasizing LXe’s suitability as a low-mass dark matter
target. Contradictory results on leakages from nominally
similar experiments may be created by differences in the
spectra. For example, for a similar range of S1, Dahl [15]
found ∼0.004 at 4,060 V/cm, while ZEPLIN-III FSR at
3.85 kV/cm reported 0.0002 [123]. This suggests leakage
is even less universal, depending not only upon E range
and binning and g1, but also on sources, and the nature
of backgrounds. For ER, interaction type differs (β, γ).

LUX Run03 only had a 3H ER calibration (14C later),
with D-D the main NR calibration, but after establishing
NEST agreement with data we extrapolate to non-LUX
sources, instead of comparing to experiments that used

other sources but had different g1, g2, E , etc., introducing
systematics. Table II reports raw and skew leakage for 5
ER and 5 NR sources. >10x leakage changes are seen.
Regardless of what underlying E spectra are assumed,

the calculated leakage based on them never exceeds 0.005
in the table. D-D may lead to conservatively overestimat-
ing leakage, compared to AmBe or Cf calibrations, as well
as a 50 GeV WIMP. For the bottom half of Table II, the
simplification of one single g2 definition occurs, assuming
ER and NR must use the same value, and that the NEST

FIG. 10. Top: log(S2) as discriminant in LUX data, as simu-
lated by NEST, for tritium in blue and D-D in red. Discrete
points are shown, though the identical functional form from
log(S2/S1), a hyperbola plus a line, would fit. This plot high-
lights different features: higher density in the middle for ER
(β spectrum) but at the extremes for NR (D-D E spectrum).
At low S1s quantization is evident (from the spike counting).
Dashed lines indicate the difference between a line of NR aver-
ages and Gaussian centroids. Bottom: log(S2) leakage vs. S1,
with NEST skew selected as the example from log(S2/S1) dis-
crimination, repeated from Figure 9 in blue again. Red, green,
and yellow are the three options for quantifying leakage, with
blue, red, and yellow all consistent across S1s. Green (Gaus-
sians) is the outlier. S2 without a log10 (XENON1T) was not
explored as it requires the complication of a log-normal fit or
logarithmic bins to work well, in a PLR [122].
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yields are correct. The D-D run best-fit g2 was lower than
this unified (average) value, so this action conservatively
raises the NR band, raising leakage slightly.

Source Raw Leakage Skew Leakage
Tritium 0.0017 0.0014

14C 0.0010 0.0010
220Rn 0.0012 0.0013

Flat Beta 0.0013 0.0012
ER Mixture 0.0039 0.0035

D-D neutron 0.0025 0.0025
AmBe 0.0019 0.0020
252Cf 0.0018 0.0018

50 GeV WIMP 0.0017 0.0017
Boron-8 ∼ 3 · 10−5 ∼ 3 · 10−5

TABLE II. Leakage changing with band shape changing due
to E spectrum. All values are NEST’s, but vetted using LUX
Run03. Top: NR E spectrum is fixed as D-D. The first four
rows are different β spectra (220Rn leads to 212Pb [124]). Flat
means constancy in E, more representative of a real ER back-
ground [28] and lower in leakage [57]. The fifth row is a mix of
β or Compton-like interactions with x-ray or gamma-ray pho-
toabsorption: leakage is increased, as Qy is smaller for gam-
mas [28, 44]. This should not be very applicable to next-gen
experiments, where the Rn-chain naked βs and ν interactions
will dominate the ER background [125]. This might however
explain higher leakage in past ones [106]. Bottom: As a com-
promise, leakage for the case of a combination of flat beta ER
(lowering it) with treatment of the worst-case scenario of the
g2 systematic in LUX (raising leakage more). Maintaining the
identical g2 for ER and NR, the NR sources are: D-D, earlier
calibrations, then natural sources.

The E spectrum effect is quantified for WIMPs in Fig-
ure 11. Leakage drops significantly for low-mass WIMPs;
thus, Xe is a good target for them, despite its high mass
number, even without considering S2-only analyses [126].
8B’s E spectrum is most like that of a 6 GeV WIMP [7].
After first matching a real NR band with NEST, the ben-
efit of using CEνNS and WIMPs is avoidance of detector
geometry specifics, neutron scattering cross-section un-
certainties, and multiple scattering.

E. WIMP NR Signal Acceptance

This section explains why a flat NR E spectrum is not
WIMP-like, discusses how >99.9% discrimination is pos-
sible with lowered NR acceptance, and mentions some ex-
perimental challenges. So far we have used the NR band
centroid with linearly or smoothly interpolated (skewed-)
Gauss-fit means (between S1 bins). This implies 50% NR
signal acceptance, assumed for years [37, 106] even with
the advent of PLR (Profile Likelihood Ratio) [89]. But it
is slightly less due to means and medians differing, and fit
values compared to raw values. The NR band has a pos-
itive skew overall like the ER band, for multiple reasons,
like recombination and quenching. Resulting reduction
in acceptance is only a few percent, and the opposite ef-
fect, more acceptance from negative skew, may occur at

low S1, for different spectra [57, 67, 106].

The leakage for the NR band from the flat-E spectrum
under LUX conditions plus a flattened-E β spectrum is
0.00319 raw (0.0032 skew) for a 48.7 ± 0.3% acceptance
(S1c of 0 to 100 spikes). This exceeds the leakage for even
a 100 TeV WIMP, the highest mass tested for Figure 11,
with leakage at that high of a mass still only 0.0024 (raw
and skew alike). A flat NR band is thus a poor fit even for
an ultra-heavy WIMP. Using it is conservative.

Figure 12 top has different lines for flat-E NR signal ac-
ceptance from 5-99% (bottom-top, red-violet), post trig-
gering efficiency. These are still estimates, assuming that
Gaussians describe the band slices. Non-Gaussianity may
cause a few percent deviation in each bin. The red points,
which should be viewed from the right y-axis, break down
raw (counting) acceptance by S1 bin, for the black line,
which has an overall acceptance in this range of nearly
50% (actual 49%). The low level in the first bin is due to
S1 and S2 thresholds removing events from the band.

The middle pane shows leakage as a function of differ-
ent signal acceptances from the rainbow in the top plot.
It demonstrates that even 99.9+% discrimination is pos-
sible with reasonable acceptances, of 20-30%. 99.5% dis-
crimination occurs slightly above 50% acceptance.

FIG. 11. ER leakage (flat-E background spectrum) as a func-
tion of WIMP mass in GeV/c2 from both counting (red) and
skew fits (blue) for LUX Run03 conditions [100]. The former
(raw) becomes difficult to quantify, possible only through very
long simulation runs (due to the higher statistics required) as
mass approaches 0. Leakage asymptotes to a maximum pos-
sible value as mass goes to infinity. For clarity, the plot stops
at 100 GeV, but masses up to 100 TeV were explored, and the
leakage asymptotes to 0.0024 (a 99.77% discrimination), still
better than 0.005 (99.50%), despite 180 not being the optimal
field for leakage, closer to 300 V/cm [57]. The lower low-mass
results, clustered at lower S1s where it was shown leakage rises
for a fixed NR band, are due to the NR band centroid moving
down in S2, away from ER, as shown in Fig. 7 of [127] for 8B.
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At bottom is acceptance vs. keV in red (bottom x) and
mass in GeV in blue (top x) for the case of a traditional,
flat band. Not only does the leakage decrease as WIMP
mass approaches 0, due to the lower-energy E spectrum,
but the acceptance does not correspond with that calcu-
lated from a uniform E spectrum. The actual center lines
for these lower-E spectra move down in log(S2/S1) away
from the ER band. A PLR handles all this internally but
these effects are rarely noticed as a result of the “black
box” nature of that statistical tool [14, 109].

To capitalize on those effects, experiments will need to
address single/few-e− and photon backgrounds leading to
accidentals coincidences, and other effects such as PMT
dark noise within detectors with hundreds of PMTs [128].
S1 and S2 thresholds will need to be lowered, especially
from 3-fold S1 to 2-fold S1. Recently, this coincidence re-
quirement has instead been increased, due to the larger
numbers of PMTs in use, from 2-fold to 3-fold S1. That
avoids random noise leading to false-positive S1 signals
being reconstructed from individual photo-electrons in a
few PMTs [129, 130]. Nevertheless, even for 20 GeV the
fraction of WIMP events below a flat NR band mean
is already >60%, rising steeply as WIMP mass falls, to
90% at 5.5 GeV (consistent with 8B). A PLR will essen-
tially combine enhanced acceptance with lower leakage,
by setting an effective acceptance corresponding with an
expected leakage of <1 background count.

F. Switching from LUX to XENON10; Higher S1s

This section explores the limitations of a LUX focus,
by scrutinizing XENON10’s leakage, and of the “vanilla”
WIMP model, by considering higher energy. While LUX
Run03 is relevant to LZ’s first science run given its com-
parable conditions [133], XENON10 [37] had a lower g1,
but higher g2 and fields than LUX, broadening our scope
to other possible detector conditions. While it is unlikely
future projects will achieve similar fields, a non-LUX S1
dependence is a good second comparison.

In Figure 13 at left, we review distinct interpretations
of the same data: changing S1 ranges and bins, and fit
algorithms [37, 131, 132]. Official leakage values are red
circles. The middle plot compares NEST with select ex-
amples from the left one, with the greatest S1 ranges. As
seen earlier, Gaussian fits tend to overestimate leakage.
Raw leakage seems to be underestimated, especially near
10 phe (15 keVnr) but otherwise NEST agrees with data.
The x-axis terminates as high as possible at the right

for XENON10, S1c = 165 phe, still not as high as possi-
ble in E, as the NR calibration at the time was AmBe,
with an endpoint of 330 keVnr. Our plot now ends barely
above 100 keV in S1-reconstructed NR E but it has the
highest-S1 data made public. No skew fits and/or skew-
extrapolated leakages are available from XENON10. We
rely on Gaussian extrapolation for the majority of bins,
above 50-60 keVnr, where raw leakage in data was zero.
NEST agrees well (the blue squares compared to black
dashes) concurring on < 10−5 leakage above 100 keVnr.

FIG. 12. Top: A color scale of different possible NR band lines
of a constant-E spectrum, with 5-99% acceptance underneath.
The black line indicates Gaussian means (not medians). The
black line is nominally the 50% dividing line. The breakdown
of acceptance for S1 bins is in red, exhibiting undulations due
to the NR skew changing with E, and averaging to only 49%.
Middle: Leakage tied to varying flat signal acceptances at top.
Bottom: Signal acceptance as a function of truth E (not S1)
in red, using smeared NR events of only those Es, and versus
WIMP mass in blue, each representing a falling-E spectrum.
All values are for below the black Gaussian-fit mean, flat-NR
line, thus varying in leakage (but always less than 0.005).
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FIG. 13. Left: Different leakage interpretations in the same data: XENON10, 730 V/cm. Red circles [106] and yellow Xs [131]
are raw, while blue squares [132] and green diamonds [15] are from Gaussian fits, with the latter in another detector (Xed) at a
similar field, 876 V/cm. For clarity, x errors, which indicate bin widths, are included only for red, but bin centers/sizes are similar
for all points. Only blue and yellow extend beyond XENON10’s search window. Bottom x-axes indicate both raw numbers of
photoelectrons (XYZ-corrected) as well as a conversion into photons reconstructed using XENON10’s g1 = 0.075 [15, 37, 131].
Top axes are approximate central Es for each bin for ER and NR, on an S1-based E scale. Middle: The same yellow and blue
points are repeated from the left, omitting others for clarity, while adding the NEST comparisons. Dark gray circles and lighter
gray squares are raw leakage in different random instantiations of a simulated XENON10 detector with ER and NR calibration
statistics comparable to those in the real experiment. In addition, the darker gray circles use Gaussian fits to determine the NR
band centroid, while the light gray squares use skew-Gaussian fits, still using means as a band centroid. They show raw leakages
by counting, not extrapolated utilizing the skew functions. In dashed black is a smooth eye-guiding (not a fit) line of Gaussian
leakages by bin. Right: The same blue squares and gray circles (errors omitted for clarity) and black dashes from the middle,
but extended to high Es. Here NEST is compared to the only available data this high in S1 and E, from a PhD thesis [132].

In a typical SI WIMP search, a LXe TPC cannot capital-
ize on this, as even large-mass WIMPs produce negligible
signal at this high E. However, if one entertains certain
EFT operators [120], not only is some signal still possible
(as high as 500 keVnr), but because of peaks in Bessel-
function form factors some operators predict the major-
ity of WIMP signal could occur at hundreds of keV for
NR [2, 122]. This has motivated new calibrations [134].

Given the lower g1 and higher E , which we will see in
the next section is also conservative, the leakages in Fig-
ure 13 (right) are not the best possible, yet LAr-like (S1
PSD) leakage [135] is estimated to be achievable, 10−9, at
S1c = 250 phd, by extrapolating Figure 13, although for
≈ 50% NR acceptance. PICO-like leakage [136] of 10−10

seems possible above S1c = 300 phd, still only ∼50 keVee

on average for LUX detector conditions (not XENON10),
corresponding with only 160 keVnr [68]. With increasing
E and S1 (and S2), the ER and NR bands continue to di-
verge, with ER bands not expanding significantly enough
in σER to prevent ER leakage from continuing to decrease
(significantly). 14C band data continued in LUX Run04
to its beta endpoint of 156 keVee at S1s of over 600 phd
and corresponding NR energy of 288 keV [17]. In experi-
ments such as LZ [133] and XENONnT [124, 137] 220Rn
will serve the same high-E calibration purpose.

There are two important caveats on the benefit of low
leakage at higher Es. One is the γ-X i.e. MSSI (multiple-
scatter, single-ionization) background. It needs to be bet-
ter understood, via MC, a cut or background subtraction,
or a combination. It is doable [122, 138]. The second is
gamma photo-absorption peaks exhibiting higher leakage
than βs and Compton scatters, due to lower S2s [28].

G. Electric Field and g Dependencies

This section brings together our XENON10 plus LUX
Run03 examples, while adding comparisons to Run04 and
many other detectors and runs, to elucidate the influence
of E , g1, and g2 (includes the GXe extraction field) all to-
gether on the discrimination performance, as continuous
variables. A local minimum in leakage for a drift E-field
of approximately 300 V/cm is seen. For simplicity, S1 de-
pendence is replaced with individual leakages, means over
representative S1c ranges. XENON had poorer discrim-
ination on average than LUX Run03/04 and other later
experiments, despite running at a significantly higher E ,
easier to achieve earlier with lower cathode HV inside of
a smaller TPC. In its WIMP search space (S1c < 25 phe),
the value was 99.6% on average (a 0.004 leakage) and it
did drop below 99.5% discrimination (>0.005 leakage) in
some S1c bins (again, Fig. 13). Parts of the explanation
are bigger σER from lower g1, and phe as the S1 units, not
phd. (The 2-phe effect was unknown during XENON10.)

Higher E allegedly improves leakage [143], but thanks
to a fuller modeling of the NR and ER band means and
ER band widths, there now exists a more complete an-
swer [57]. Drift fields above O(1) kV/cm will increase the
σER, but also (µER−µNR). At electric fields O(100-500)
V/cm, there exist undulations in leakage, as µER(S1c),
µNR(S1c), σER(S1c), plus ER band skewness (based on
αr) all change at different rates. So, we have an answer
for the origin of the 0.005 leakage (99.5% discrimination)
benchmark for LXe TPCs (historical and mainly hearsay
now, but see [128] and ref. therein, especially [37, 106]).
The high E at which XENON10 ran placed it near a local
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FIG. 14. Top: All known (raw and skew) ER leakages [18, 35, 37, 57, 109, 118, 133, 139–141], for centrally-defined NR bands in
log(S2/S1) vs. S1 (colored points with errors) with three NEST examples (skew) as colored regions (not fits: eye guides). In the
legend, acronyms FSR / SR0 / SR1 refer to a first science run. The XENON100 g1 values were 0.05 and 0.08 PE/photon, where
PE is the same as phe (PMT photoelectrons). LZ has no error reported [133]. XENON100 was able to explore different g1 via
detector slices from different positions. Each NEST bands spans 50-100% extraction. The central one uses LUX/LZ/1T-like g1.
The middle of this band should be compared to LUX Run04, with data for the most fields. Data exist for fields not reporting
leakage directly, with means and widths still informing NEST between 0-4,000 V/cm. LUX Run03’s lower extraction (∼50%)
likely causes higher leakage at 180 V/cm, though the (systematic from g2) error is too large to conclude that. The lowest NEST
band is an estimated best possible with current technology, for a moderate-mass WIMP and 50% NR acceptance, combining an
LZ-like g2 [133] with a high g1, less than the best achieved [142]. The upper (light green) band is close to the lower g1 value of
XENON10, converted into phd/photon. XENON100, which studied g1 = 0.07 plus 0.04, used different E spectra and S1 ranges
than the defaults here, so agreement with it is only partial. Bottom: Comparison of NEST version used throughout this work
(2.3.10) with the latest one (2.3.11) with ER (and NR) resolution parameters reduced by 10% (and 60) to account for LZ and
XENONnT data. Noise is added to raise v2.3.11 in leakage to address older detectors’ specifics. This suggests earlier iterations
of NEST overestimated intrinsic fluctuations, inadvertently absorbing detector effects, and making this paper conservative.

max in leakage: Figure 14. With significantly more data,
and a better understanding of microphysics, we see the
best E seems to be ∼300 V/cm as an emergent property.

Within uncertainties, there does appear to be a flat re-
gion between ∼80-390 V/cm, with contradictory data be-
tween XENON100 and LUX Run04, and NEST splitting

the difference: Figure 14. This compromise approach for
NEST is not forced, as NEST does not, and cannot, (be)
fit directly to leakages. Its internal models are based on
generating yields and E resolution which match the raw
data of ER and NR band means, and widths, from all
available calibration data sets, at different fields and g1.
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Neither a PLR nor literal counting of ER background
events falling below the NR-centroids curve should ex-
hibit a substantive difference in the final results in this
field range. PLR performs background subtraction, while
the latter involves a simple, near-50% NR acceptance.
Thus, other types of backgrounds may be of greater con-
cern. Nevertheless, a target now exists of 300 V/cm for a
next-generation LXe TPC to achieve. Figure 14 suggests
that, coupled with a high enough g1 and g2 (within reach
of current technologies), a similar order of magnitude of
leakage and discrimination, O(5×10−4) and 99.95%, can
be achieved at that much lower field as at 4 kV/cm.

Lowering NR acceptance, already done on XENON100
[36] and as projected for DARWIN [144], to e.g. 25%, has
has already been shown in Section E to decrease leakage,
so even low fields can lead to competitive searches (limits
or discoveries). Achieving a good balance between signal
acceptance (NR) and background acceptance (ER leak-
age) is the same requirement as in any HEP experiment.

GXe field plays a role, too. g1 and drift (liquid) E-field
have the largest impacts, but a low extraction efficiency
can widen the ER band just as low g1 does. Thus g1, g2
(product of single e− S2 pulse area in phe or phd, and ex-
traction), and E are all considered together in Figure 14.
Within the components of g2, the binomial extraction (a
stochastic loss, not a fixed reduction) is more important
than the precise Ye for leakage. A single-phase TPC may
resolve this, if it can work well at low, WIMP-search Es
(keV scale) not just at the Es of 0νββ (MeV) [3, 145].
Earlier the key roles played by the NR and ER E spec-

tra were already addressed, so to maintain simplicity in
Figure 14 the NR spectrum was always D-D (based upon
the LUX geometry) and the ER one was always flat beta.
The latter is an excellent approximation of a full combi-
nation of all backgrounds for the WIMP-search-relevant
E range in most detectors [28, 133], while the former is
approximately like a 50 GeV/c2 WIMP [67] except with
higher leakage (Table II).

As S1c range was shown to impact leakage as well, an-
other (simplicity-motivated) choice was made. Figure 14
shows three S1 search windows. The central band has a
LUX-like g1 = 0.12 phd/photon and S1c max of 100 phd,
while the min was determined by the 2-fold PMT coinci-
dence. For the lower band the max S1c was extended out
to 150 phd, corresponding with the improvement in g1.
For a fixed S1c range, distinct g1s would not exhibit any
significant difference in leakage, due to the E range corre-
sponding with the window shifting. Lower-E events will
fall below threshold as g1 decreases, while new, higher-E
ones come down into the S1 window. Events at Es with
higher and lower probabilities of leakage cancel. For the
upper band, S1c = 4.5–20.5 phe in 16 bins, for compari-
son to XENON10 data (note the change in units) which
was also matched earlier, by individual S1c bin.

H. S1 Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD)

Our discussion of Xe ER leakage would be incomplete
without mentioning PSD. Like LAr’s, LXe S1 pulse shape

for NR is more prompt compared with ER: dimer singlet
states are more likely than triplets. This is due to higher
NR dE/dx, and singlets having a shorter decay t [147].
While PSD can be used in place of log(S2/S1), e.g., in a
zero-field, single-phase (non-TPC) detector like XMASS
previously [148], or in addition [57, 100, 111], it is less ef-
fective in LXe. In LAr, the difference in time between the
two states is far greater [135].

Pulse shapes were modeled in NEST [108], updated us-
ing LUX [111, 114], and checked against XENON [149].
Contradictory data exist on fundamental parameters like
singlet/triplet ratio, and the question of a separate (non-
zero) recombination time. There are degeneracies across
many values, allowing NEST to match contradictory re-
sults with one model. E.g. an experiment may report no
recombination time and more triplets, or higher recombi-
nation time and fewer triplets, to produce a similar time
profile, even if unlike the singlet and triplet decay profiles
the recombination one is non-exponential (t−2) [150].

First-principles aspects of pulse shapes are difficult to
model, due to photon travel times (especially in larger de-
tectors) and additional time constants added by PMT in-
ternals, cables, pulse-shaping amplifiers, as well as other
unique DAQ aspects. Nevertheless, some conclusions are
possible from existing work: some degree of PSD exists,
but is orders of magnitude lower than LAr’s or the S2/S1
discrimination in LXe [147, 148]. But, the combination of
S1 PSD with S2/S1 is powerful [57] under specific condi-
tions. The E (and g1) must be large enough to allow for
sufficient photon statistics. This may preclude the vanilla
WIMP, but work for a subset of EFT operators. E must
be low enough for PSD to work for a WIMP, by raising
Ly and also making the S1 pulse shapes of ER and NR
more distinct (given the changing physics as E → 0, as
demonstrated by Fig. 2 in [108]).

ER and NR S1s become similar as E → ∞ in Xe [151].
The one at-scale PSD attempt (WIMP detector) was thus
at null E-field [148]. Singlet/triplet ratio may drop with
field [111, 149], and/or recombination time may vanish,
with increasing E . That is reasonable, as recombination
is suppressed as S2 increases. As E decreases, PSD begins
to be usable, if combined with S2/S1, even at traditional
WIMP-search Es. A combination leads to a leakage re-
duction of more than 2x, outside of error at <100 V/cm
and S1c = 10–50 phd [57]. Mid-range S1 also corresponds
to the highest S2/S1 leakages (Figure 8). At higher S1s,
correlation between NR-like shape and NR-like S2/S1 for
ER makes a combination less motivated.

Figure 15 demonstrates the present state of the art.
New advances in photo-sensors enabling picosecond tim-
ing resolution [152], if they can be leveraged for G3, might
make PSD more beneficial. But that is only true if cou-
pled with a sufficiently large g1. The cylindrical geometry
of a TPC (as opposed to spherical like XMASS) may still
pose a challenge, due to complicated photon paths from
multiple reflections, which reduce the initially ample in-
formation from single and triplet decay timing.
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FIG. 15. Upper row: sample events demonstrating NEST’s S1 and S2 pulse shape simulation capabilities, with ER in blue (2
keV beta) at left and NR in red (8 keV) at right. While joined by straight lines to match historical depictions of LXe pulses, the
individual points represent centers of 10 ns time bins (most experiments employ a 100 MHz digitization rate [129]). Modeling
of an e− train [146] of late-extracted e−s is evident as S2 tails extending to the right. Bottom row, left: NEST’s consistency for
S1 prompt fraction medians as well as medians ± the standard deviations, with actual LUX data as circles (ER) and squares
(NR) [111]. More NEST-data agreements for S1 prompt fraction as functions of S1 as well as E are demonstrated in [114]. For
precision quantification of PSD and its combination with log(S2/S1) discrimination, see Figs. 14–17 of [57]. Bottom row, right:
Comparison of NEST with LUX tritium S2 width as a function of the drift time, a measure of the depth in the TPC. S2 pulse
width is crucial for estimating z position for fiducial volumes cuts, when the traditional ER discrimination is lost in an S2-only
analysis. Lines are means ± standard deviations (widths in the width). NEST agreement for XENON10 can be found in [108].

IV. DISCUSSION

Beginning with models of beta ER, gamma-ray ER,
and the NR light and charge yields, along with resolu-
tion modeling, a coherent picture was built up inside of
the NEST framework, which enabled a good agreement
with data. NEST was also shown to have features from
multiple first-principles approaches such as the box and
Birks models. Because light and charge become digitized
S1 and S2 pulse areas, comparison of NEST to data on
means and widths in S2 vs. S1 was performed, launching
a leakage study using detector observables, with LUX’s
Run03 at 180 V/cm as the example detector. LUX also
had a very typical S1 photon detection efficiency, g1 =
0.117 phd/photon.

ER backgrounds in the NR regime in S2 vs. S1 were
studied as raw leakage or the leakage extrapolated from
Gaussian or skew-Gaussian fitting. The analytical func-

tions are effective for extrapolation in low-statistic cali-
brations, but neither option is error-free, with Gaussians
tending to overestimate leakage and skew-Gaussians un-
derestimating it. The former scenario may be conserva-
tive for projecting detector performance, but can lead to
artificially-low WIMP limits by an overestimation of ex-
pected background in a PLR. The latter (skewed) seems
closer to true leakage. As S1 increases, all leakage calcu-
lation methods exhibit an increase then plateau, followed
by a rapid decline as S1 goes to ∞ with increasing Es.

Different units for S1 were also probed, starting from
quantifying basic pulse area in photoelectrons but then
switching to phd, a unit pioneered by ZEPLIN and LUX,
followed by spike units. Pulse areas in phd are lower com-
pared to areas in phe, caused by a stats-based compensa-
tion for the 2-phe effect, where 1 incoming (VUV) photon
can produce multiple phe. Digital counting of individual
photons (called spike counting) is a further improvement,
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reducing leakage by reducing the ER width σER.
While no significant difference was found between leak-

ages from log(S2/S1) and log(S2), now the more common
y axis, the latter has more skewness. This can lead to a
general overestimate of leakage if skew fits are not done,
depending on the S1 and the detector conditions. Skew-
Gaussian fits perform well in NEST due to its underly-
ing skew-recombination model adding skew to a binomial
(or Gaussian, for high statistics) recombination model for
Ne−. S2 and E were both worse than S1 as an x axis for
leakage calculation.

The E spectra have major impacts on ER leakage as
well as NR acceptance, and higher-mass WIMPs will pro-
duce higher-E spectra. A softer E spectrum leads to sig-
nificantly less leakage: 8B (ν) NR and low-mass WIMPs
are farther from an ER band. To lower leakage further,
NR acceptance can be reduced to find the optimum bal-
ance between acceptance of signal (NR), and the accep-
tance of background (ER).

The largest leakage, or lowest discrimination, occurred
within the first LXe TPC experiment with world-leading
dark-matter-search results (XENON10) primarily due to
its high drift (liquid) field. Higher g1 and g2, the S1 and
S2 gains, with higher extraction efficiency (via a higher
GXe field) can improve leakage. A higher liquid drift field
does not monotonically lower the leakage. The best drift
field for reducing leakage down to 5 parts in 104 seems to
be ≈ 300 V/cm, but lower drift field (50-80 V/cm) may
at least permit < 5 in 103 if coupled to S1-based PSD.
0.0005 is not directly measured close to 300 V/cm and

would require a higher g1 at least, but such a low leakage
is plausible:

1. Higher g1 is possible with new photon sensors [153]
claiming quantum efficiencies as high as 100+% for
VUV. Strong, monotonic dependence of leakage on
g1 is clearly demonstrated by Figs. 10–11 in [57].

2. Modeling the influence of higher g1 on σER is trivial
in NEST (or any MC), as it just drives a binomial
process. Our claim does not rely most upon skew or
other, more-uncertain parameters ([28] established
g1, g2, and E as most critical to any detector mod-
eling).

3. XENONnT and LZ’s first results have forced a re-
evaluation of Fano factors and recombination fluc-
tuations for NR and ER, hinting that NEST v2.3.10
and earlier was overly conservative in leakage pre-
dictions, by accidentally absorbing detector effects
no longer applicable to modern detectors with supe-
rior calibration and position correction techniques
(Figure 14 bottom and Appendix A).

4. By restricting Ly(
′) and Qy(

′) to common WIMP
search Es, NEST errors can be approximated as a
flat 15%. As S1 and S2 are proportional to yields,
this means that g1 and g2 can absorb the errors to
first order (e.g. g1 = 0.15 instead of 0.17).

Short-term future work includes a NEST re-writing to
account for the lower Wq measured by EXO and Baudis
et al. [43, 154]. Secondly, there will be a concerted effort
to return to a semi-empirical formulation through apply-
ing the modified T-I model pioneered by ArgoNeuT [155],
combined with a literal breakup of long tracks into boxes
as done in the thesis of Dahl, allowing higher energies to
exhibit lower light yields without hard-coding, by virtue
of being comprised of multiple, lower-E interactions.
Improved modeling of the MeV scale is important for

searches for neutrinoless double-beta (0νββ) decay, for
which the key discrimination is not NR vs. ER, but be-
tween two forms of the latter (β vs. γ). EXO-200 [3] and
KamLAND-Zen [156] have produced the two most strin-
gent half-life limits for 136Xe, and are highly competitive
with Ge-based experiments. In addition to these results,
one must evaluate the prospects of nEXO [157], as well
as of LZ [158], XENONnT [159], and XLZD [125] in this
field of nuclear physics. The dark-matter-focused exper-
iments have higher ER background compared to nEXO,
but superior energy resolution.
Longer-term future work on NEST will involve molec-

ular dynamics modeling of individual Xe atoms and ions,
starting with the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential of the van
der Waals forces. LXe parameters are known, for L-J and
for more advanced models [160]. While these approaches
are challenging for MeV energies, at sub-keV scales where
yields are more uncertain, fewer interactions are involved,
leading to a more computationally tractable problem.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF NEST MODEL
PARAMETERS

In this appendix, we provide tables detailing the func-
tions and model parameters used in NEST for LXe yields
from β ER, γ ER, NR, as well as their fluctuations. While
NEST has additional models for 83mKr ER as well as NR
from non-Xe nuclei (including α decay), those are not rel-
evant to this work. They can be found in [161].
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TABLE III. Table of NEST model parameters comprising the β ER yield models for total light and charge shown in Equation (6).

m1 Stitching-region yield for β ER charge yields between low and high energies, depending on field and density: m1 =
30.66 + (6.20 − 30.66)/(1 + (E/73.86)2.03)0.42 at a typical LXe density. Takes values O(10 keV−1) for O(100 V/cm)
fields.

m2 Low-energy asymptote of the β ER charge yield equation. Default value is approximately 77.3 keV−1.
m3 Controls the energy-dependent shape of the β charge yields in the low-energy (Thomas-Imel) regime: m3 = log10(E) ·

0.14 + 0.53. Field-dependent function, with values of approximately 0.8-1.5 keV for O(100 V/cm) fields.
m4 Field-dependent control on the energy-dependent shape of the β charge yields at lower energies: m4 = 1.82+ (2.83−

1.82)/(1 + (E/144.65)−2.81). Takes values from approximately 2.0-2.8 for O(100 V/cm) fields.

m5 High-energy asymptote of the β charge yield model. Defined as: m5 = 1
W · [1 + Nex/Ni]

−1 − m1 (See Ref. [22].)
m6 Low-energy asymptote of the higher-energy behavior for β ER charge yields. Degenerate with m1 and explicitly set

to 0 keV−1.
m7 Field-dependent scaling on the behavior of the β charge yields at higher energies: m7 = 7.03 + (98.28 − 7.03)/(1. +

(E/256.48)1.29). Takes values O(10 keV) for O(100 V/cm) fields.
m8 Control on the energy-dependent shape of the β charge yields at higher energies. The default value is a constant, 4.3.
m9 Asymmetry control on the low-energy behavior. The default value is a constant, 0.3.
m10 Asymmetry control on the high-energy behavior of the β charge yields model: m10 = 0.05 + (0.12 − 0.05)/(1 +

(E/139.26)−0.66). Field-dependent function that takes values ∼0.1 for O(100 V/cm) fields.

TABLE IV. Table of NEST model parameters comprising the γ ER yield models for total light and charge shown in Equation (6).
The parameters go into the same functions as those for β ER yields in the previous table.

m1 Field-dependent function controlling the transition between lower and higher energies: m1 = 34.0+ (3.3− 34.0)/(1 +
(E/165.3)0.7).

m2 Low-energy asymptote of the γ ER charge yield equation, defined as 1/Wq in units of keV−1.
m3 Controls the energy-dependent shape of the γ charge yields in the low-energy (Thomas-Imel) regime; a constant value

of 2 keV is used.
m4 Control on the energy-dependent shape of the γ charge yields at lower energies; a constant power of 2 is used.

m5 High-energy asymptote of the γ charge yield model. Defined as: m5 = 23.2 + (10.7 − 23.1)/(1 + (E/34.2)0.9).
m6 Low-energy asymptote of the higher-energy behavior for γ ER charge yields. Degenerate with m1 and explicitly set

to 0 keV−1.
m7 Field-dependent and density-dependent scaling on the behavior of the γ charge yields at higher energies: m7 =

66.8 + (829.3 − 66.8)/(1 + (ρ8.2 · E/(2.4 · 105))0.8).
m8 Control on the energy-dependent shape of the γ charge yields at higher energies. Default value is a constant power

of 2.
m9 Asymmetry control on the low-energy behavior: unused for γ ER yields and set to unity.
m10 Asymmetry control on the high-energy behavior of the γ charge yields model: unused for γ ER yields and set to unity.

TABLE V. Table of NEST model parameters comprising the NR mean yield models for total light and charge shown in
Equations (13) and (14).

α Scaling on NR total quanta. Default value is 11+2.0
−0.5 keV−β .

β Power-law exponent for the NR total quanta. Default value is 1.1 ± 0.05.
ς Field dependence in NR light and charge yields, with mass-density-dependent scaling (Equation (12)).

ρ0 Reference density for scaling density-dependent NEST functions: 2.9 g/cm3.
v Hypothetical exponential control on density dependence in ς; the default value is 0.3.
δ Power-law exponent in the field dependence in ς; default value is -0.0533 ± 0.0068.
γ Power-law base for the field dependence in ς. Default value is 0.0480 ± 0.0021.
ϵ Reshaping parameter for NR charge yields, controlling the effective energy scale at which the charge yield behavior

changes. The default value is 12.6+3.4
−2.9 keV.

p Exponent which controls the shape of the energy dependence of the NR charge yields at energies greater than O(ϵ).
Default value is 0.5.

ζ Controls the energy dependence of the NR charge yields roll-off at low energies. Default value is 0.3 ± 0.1 keV.
η Controls energy-dependent shape of the NR charge yields roll-off at low energies. Default value is 2 ± 1.
θ Controls the energy dependence of the NR light yields roll-off. Default value is 0.30 ± 0.05 keV.
ι Controls the shape of the energy dependence of the NR light yields roll-off. Default value is 2.0 ± 0.5.

TABLE VI. Table of NEST model parameters for different types of fluctuations for ERs and NRs.

Fq Fano-like factor for statistical fluctuations. For ERs, this is proportional to
√
E · E; see Equation (8). For NRs, this

is separated into fluctuations for Nex and Ni; the default value is 0.4 for both in NEST v2.3.11, while the values were
1.0 in previous NEST versions.

σp Non-binomial contribution to recombination fluctuations, modeled as a skew Gaussian in electron fraction space.
A Amplitude of non-binomial recombination skew Gaussian. For NRs, this is a constant 0.04 (v2.3.11) or 0.1 (v2.3.10).

For ERs, it is field-dependent: A = 0.09 + (0.05 − 0.09)/(1 + (E/295.2)251.6)0.007), where 0.05 was 0.055 in 2.3.10
ξ Centroid-location parameter of the non-binomial recombination skew Gaussian. Default value for ERs is an electron

fraction of 0.45, but 0.5 for NRs.
ω Width parameter for the non-binomial recombination skew Gaussian. Takes value of 0.205 for ERs and 0.19 for NRs.
αp Skewness parameters for the non-binomial recombination skew Gaussian. Takes the value -0.2 for ERs, while being

zero for NRs.
αr Additional skewness within the recombination process itself. Field- and energy- dependent equations can be found in

Ref. [57] for ERs, while it is fixed at 2.25 for NRs, with evidence of higher values in [57]
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